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East Meadow Update 
 
It’s been six weeks since the last update that announced our lawsuit to prevent the University 
from building prefab housing in the iconic East Meadow. The legal process is moving forward, 
slowly.  
 
Meanwhile, the meadow remains untouched, except for a row of wooden markers along the 
northern boundary of the intended building site. The stakes are now submerged in tall grass--
the sweeping horizon line unbroken. From green to golden, the transition has been 
accomplished, as it is every April and May (see attachment).  
 
We are fairly confident that litigation can keep the University from digging up the meadow this 
summer. A new Chancellor and Interim Provost/Executive Vice Chancellor will assume their 
duties on July 1st. This is a time of transition, bringing fresh visions and strategies to UCSC’s 
administration. As they settle in, we urge as many people as possible to contact our new 
leaders, urging them to reconsider the plan that sacrifices our campus gateway and long-
standing design traditions for so little new housing. 
 
Beginning July 1, messages should be addressed to: 
 
Cynthia Larive, Chancellor. chancellor@ucsc.edu 
Lori Kletzer, Interim Provost/Executive Vice Chancellor. cpevc@ucsc.edu 
 
A brief report on the legal process. EMAC filed its lawsuit in Superior Court on April 25, alleging 
violations of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) by the University.  Under CEQA, 
the first step is a required attempt to find an early agreement.  We knew that the University 
never settles early and that this litigation would likely be a long slog. As expected, the 
conference, held last Wednesday, produced no agreement. We now move to the next step: the 
creation of the Administrative Record, in which all documents and recordings involved in the 
University’s planning, analysis, and decision-making must be assembled for use in the actual 
trial.  This will consume significant time and money. Once the Administrative Record is 
complete, formal briefs can be prepared and filed. It is uncertain when the suit will be argued in 
court, certainly not before late summer and probably later. 
 
Financial contributions from many people are making our litigation possible. We are deeply 
grateful for this broad-based support. Details on how to help can be found at our website: 
eastmeadowaction.org  
 
Let’s protect our unique campus, a source of inspiration for future generations. 
 
East Meadow Action Committee 
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